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About This Game

Splice is an experimental and artistic puzzler. Immerse yourself in its microbial world and start splicing! Every level ("strand")
consists of a number of cells that you will need to rearrange into a target structure in several moves ("splices"). Exploration and

experimentation are key in determining how the curious little cells react to each other. Predict the sequence of splices you'll
have to make in order to successfully arrange each strand. Re-sequence, mutate, and splice your way through this unique puzzle
experience, and you'll exercise your ability to visualize sequential series of shapes over time. Solve your way to the final strands

and you'll be left with a heady sense of mental accomplishment!

Splice is the fourth title out of Cipher Prime Studios, and was the Best Puzzle Game winner of the 2011 Intel Level Up contest.

Key Features:

75+ Puzzles: The main sequences introduce the player to the game's basic mechanics and the epilogue sequences
challenge the player's mastery of the game.
Angelic Solutions: Every level is solved in a few moves. Challenge yourself and find the angelic solutions of puzzles by
completing puzzles in fewer splices than you're given. Novice players can still progress through the game by using all
splices.
Unique Geometry: Explore the structure of a binary tree in radial space.
Absorbing Soundscape: Put your headphones on and lose yourself in Splice's hauntingly beautiful and Glass-ian piano
music.
Compelling Colors: Massage your retinas with the soothing visual effects and ambience of this primordial puzzle
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Can I give this game a neutral?

For me, Splice's biggest issue was the lack of a tutorial system. The rules made no sense until at least two sequences in, when I
finally begin to suss out how things work. As a result, what could have been an interesting and beautiful puzzle game is instead a
brutal, frustrating slog. I made myself play. By the time I finally found myself with a solid grasp of the mechanics, any puzzle that
took me more than a couple tries to finish would end in either a ragequit or a solutions guide.

When this game is good it's very good, but I'm so soured on it I can't even bring myself to create a "Beginner's Guide to Splice.". Melt
your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing brain. Melt it and you'll love it. 10\/10. In a few words: Great puzzle game for casual
players.

It is easy to understand game's objective and mechanics, Game progresses and you discover new ways of completing puzzles. Well,
sometimes you will get it after a while, sometimes maybe never... At that time, I had to search internet to advance. Splice won't drag
you around until the end. In fact it doesn't have even proper tutorial, just a few help screens.

It is very good game constructed around simple idea. Only one bad thing - this game is addictive and can be completed in one
evening, 2 - 4 hours. I like having it in my library.. This game uses Google Analytics without asking for consent nor giving an option
to disable this.. Experimental & artistic puzzles; Every level have number of cells to rearrange into a target structure by limited
several moves.

Solve your way to the final stages and you'll be filled with mental accomplishment.

+++ Graphics & Atmosphere of the game are crazy marvelous.
++ Smart level Ideas.

- The only negative point; there is little explanation on the beginnings.. Checked what everyone else was saying, it does us Google
Analytics without permission. Uninstalled immediately.. Unfortunately, achievements and Steam Cloud features are broken on
Linux, so I wouldn't recommend buying this game if that is your primary gaming platform. They appear to have been broken since
the game's release in 2013 and the developers don't show any signs of moving to fix it.. This is an interesting little puzzle game. It's
pretty good as a brain teaser and has nice ambient music, however it is extremely short; only a couple hours. So if you can get it for
a dollar or two during a sale it's still better value than the cinema, however I wouldn't otherwise recommend it.. fun puzzle game
with a great soundtrack.
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Splice is a pretty interesting puzzle game, in which you modify several strains of cells in order to solve the puzzle by forming the
target strain. It has a very relaxing soundtrack, and the puzzles themselves are quite challenging; in some cases, they may be a
little frustrating even. There were times I found the solution by pure luck, and other times in which I stared at it for minutes
without knowing how to solve it.

It's still a good game, in my opinion, so I can recommend it.. Splice is definitely a braintease of a game. It will require you to
think hard about how to solve the strands presented, and if you want to really get to the full potential of the angelic strands,
you'll have to think even more about it.

The biggest challenge about Splice is the way the strands change appearance by just changing one litte aspect. You'll have to
watch out for how you will change the appearance of the strand, and how the special parts of the strand will change with a right
click.

This is definitely a puzzle game with quite a bit of a challenge. I recommend getting this game if you're really into trying to find
the optimal solution for every single puzzle encountered.. I finished the game 100% but in many sittings. Spice is a good puzzle
game but it shines in the atmosphere and design which engrosses the player. Each puzzle is solved in a few steps but there are a
few challenging puzzles at the end that required thinking and planning, not possible with only trial and error. Beautiful and well
produced, the interface is minimal but Spice runs responsively and smoothly. Rules and strategies are introduced in the levels
but that is about the first third of the whole game, which means the game is short.

Splice could have been improved by a slower, more punctuated pacing. The game really does need more levels, especially when
the high difficulty puzzles showed how complex and cerebral the puzzles can be. It also would be greatly helped with a save
feature that remembers your moves in previous attempts across sessions (the game only remembers which puzzles have been
solved). For a future game the team should be more ambitious and open the game to user created content.

I recommend this game not only because of the relaxing atmosphere, but also the nature of game play. The limited number of
moves allows for starting a puzzle in the middle of the day, relaxing in the atmosphere while easing into a new puzzle, but not
being tied down when something comes up or running short on ideas. When I found it challenging, I went back to my day and
came back to the game later afresh, and usually a new perspective would be my ticket to solving the puzzle. It is a nice parallel
with how some decisions and obstacles can be tackled in the real world.. To it's credit Splice offers a very novel puzzle game
involving the creation of cell lines. The concept is relatively simple, fill in the outline of each cell line with your individual cells
which propogate either 1 or 2 children. The game has very attractive graphics and an average ambient piano music to
complement it. Both the Steam Overlay and widescreen modes are also natively supported. Unfortunately, Splice is marred by
the lack of a tutorial, presenting you with new cell types without telling you how to interact with them or what they do. The
result is a frustrating experience of trial and error with a difficulty level that has sharp peaks and valleys. While I was able to
easily complete the first stage, by the second stage I was presented with puzzles that I absolutely could not figure out. Had the
game done a better job of explaining how to play I probably would have gotten more enjoyment out of it. As it stands, Splice is
an attractive but flawed title.. This is a really fun game for those who like to think and don't expect the answer to be
straightforward everytime. I love it!
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